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Biochemical Characterization of the Active Anti-Hepatitis C Virus Metabolites of 2,6-Diaminopurine Ribonucleoside Prodrug Compared to Sofosbuvir and BMS-986094


Center for AIDS Research, Laboratory of Biochemical Pharmacology, Department of Pediatrics, Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia, USA; Cocrystal Pharma, Inc., Tucker, Georgia, USA

Ribonucleoside analog inhibitors (rNAI) target the hepatitis C virus (HCV) RNA-dependent RNA polymerase nonstructural protein 5B (NS5B) and cause RNA chain termination. Here, we expand our studies on β-D-2'-C-methyl-2,6-diaminopurine-ribonucleotide (DAPN) phosphoramidate prodrug 1 (PD1) as a novel investigational inhibitor of HCV. DAPN-PD1 is metabolized intracellularly into two distinct bioactive nucleoside triphosphate (TP) analogs. The first metabolite, 2'-C-methyl-GTP, is a well-characterized inhibitor of NS5B polymerase, whereas the second metabolite, 2'-C-methyl-DAPN-TP, behaves as an adenosine base analog. In vitro assays suggest that both metabolites are inhibitors of NS5B-mediated RNA polymerization. Additional factors, such as rNAI-TP incorporation efficiencies, intracellular rNAI-TP levels, and competition with natural ribonucleotides, were examined in order to further characterize the potential role of each nucleotide metabolite in vivo. Finally, we found that although both 2'-C-methyl-GTP and 2'-C-methyl-DAPN-TP were weak substrates for human mitochondrial RNA (mtRNA) polymerase (POLRMT) in vitro, DAPN-PD1 did not cause off-target inhibition of mtRNA transcription in Huh-7 cells. In contrast, administration of BMS-986094, which also generates 2'-C-methyl-GTP and previously has been associated with toxicity in humans, caused detectable inhibition of mtRNA transcription. Metabolism of BMS-986094 in Huh-7 cells leads to 87-fold higher levels of intracellular 2'-C-methyl-GTP than DAPN-PD1. Collectively, our data characterize DAPN-PD1 as a novel and potent antiviral agent that combines the delivery of two active metabolites.

Chronic infection with hepatitis C virus (HCV) represents a significant disease burden on global health. It is estimated that 3% of the human population carries a chronic HCV infection, which translates to roughly 170 million infections worldwide and 3.2 million infections in the United States (1). Although up to 25% of acutely infected individuals clear the virus spontaneously, chronic HCV infection develops in the remaining 75% of those infected and can lead to the development of liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (2–4).

HCV contains a 9.6-kb positive-strand RNA genome that codes for three structural and seven nonstructural proteins. The nonstructural protein 5B (NS5B) is the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and is responsible for genome replication. Because of the high mutation rate of this enzyme, as well as the high virus replication rate, HCV propagation results in the generation of thousands of viral quasispecies (5, 6). Therefore, drug combination therapy is required in order to overcome development of resistance and to achieve successful viral clearance. HCV treatment comprised of ribavirin and pegylated interferon alpha, with or without protease inhibitors, can achieve sustained virologic responses in 40 to 80% of treated patients (7–9). However, curative outcomes historically have been suboptimal due to host polymorphisms, viral genotypic variability, and onset of adverse events.

In pursuit of new direct-acting antiviral agents with improved therapeutic outcome, several different virus replication steps, such as entry, replication complex formation, and NS5B-mediated viral RNA synthesis, are currently being investigated (reviewed in references 10–14). Members of a major class of anti-NS5B compounds, termed ribonucleoside analog inhibitors (rNAI), block HCV RNA replication inside the host cell cytoplasm through viral RNA chain termination. In December 2013, sofosbuvir became the first anti-HCV rNAI phosphoramidate prodrug to receive FDA approval (http://www.fda.gov/forpatients/illness/hepatitisbc/ucm377920.htm). Once inside the cell, host kinases must first phosphorylate rNAIs into the active ribonucleoside triphosphate (rNTP) form. Therefore, sufficient intracellular levels of triphosphorylated ribonucleoside analog (rNTP) metabolites are critical for antiviral activity (14–16). The presence of a member of the phosphoramidate prodrug group on rNAI, such as sofosbuvir, allows the first, often rate-limiting, phosphorylation step to be bypassed, leading to increased intracellular rNTP generation.

Despite the high mutation rate of HCV, clinical emergence of resistance toward sofosbuvir has rarely been observed. Although
several resistance-associated substitutions and baseline polymorphisms recently have been associated with treatment, their phenotypic impact on conferring resistance to rNAI remains to be determined (17–19). For example, the infrequent emergence of resistance-conferring mutation S282T (20–22) is probably due to the unfit nature of the mutated virus (23). Sofosbuvir, which generates 2′-C-methyl-2′-F-UTP as its active metabolite in vivo (Fig. 1A), has demonstrated an exceedingly favorable safety profile in humans (24–26). Conversely, clinical development of many other anti-HCV rNAI has been terminated due to issues with toxicity (reviewed in reference 14). A recent important example pertains to phase II clinical trials with BMS-986094 (formerly known as INX-189), a nucleoside prodrug that is metabolized to generate 2′-C-methyl-GTP in vivo (Fig. 1B) (27, 28). Despite the high potency of this compound, clinical trials were halted after reports of severe adverse events and one death (29, 30). Although the exact cause of toxicity for BMS-986094 remains elusive (31), it is postulated that off-target inhibition of host cell nucleic acid synthesis at least in part accounts for the observed deleterious effects. In agreement with this hypothesis, recent studies have shown that human mtRNA polymerase (POLRMT) can indeed incorporate ribonucleoside 5′-triphosphate analogs in vitro. This is in turn correlated with inhibition of mtRNA transcription and interference with mitochondrial function in cell culture (32, 33). Thus, mechanisms associated with ribonucleotide analog toxicity are of significant interest as new rNAI are being developed for the treatment of infections with RNA viruses.

While sofosbuvir has paved the way as the gold standard in HCV therapy, development of novel rNAI will be warranted for several reasons. Patients with genotype (GT) 3a infection treated with sofosbuvir-containing regimens generally attain lower sustained virologic response rates than other genotypes (34, 35). Additionally, the high cost of direct-acting antiviral agents will limit access to treatment globally, especially in developing countries (3, 36). Finally, considering the diversity of the chronically infected population, it is conceivable that niche populations require alternative therapies. In our search for innovative, potent, and safe anti-HCV therapeutic agents, we have recently described the chemical synthesis of DAPN-PD as novel inhibitors of HCV (37). We showed that cellular administration of DAPN-PD1 led to the generation of two chemically distinct bioactive ribonucleoside triphosphate analogs, namely, 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and 2′-C-methyl-GTP (Fig. 1C). In this study, we examined the biochemical properties of each of the nucleoside 5′-triphosphate metabolites of prototype compound DAPN-PD1.
showed significant untoward effects on the synthesis of mtRNA presented here characterizes DAPN-PD1 as a potent and differentiators in inhibition of mitochondrial transcription likely account for the distinct safety profiles of the two produgs. Work presented here characterizes DAPN-PD1 as a potent and differentiated antiviral agent that combines the delivery of two inhibitory metabolites with distinct incorporation profiles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Purified NS5B enzymes for GT 5a and 6a were provided by Cocrystal Pharma, Inc. Expression plasmids for the GT 1b NS5B wild type (WT) and S282T mutant were a gift from Matthias Götte (University of Alberta). Plasmid for the NS5B S96T mutant was generated by QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis. GpG primer (Trilink) and other RNA oligomer substrates (IDT) were 32P-radiolabeled as previously described (38) using [γ-32P]ATP (PerkinElmer Life Sciences). Reactions with polynucleotide kinase (Fermentas) were allowed to proceed for 1 h at 37°C.

Chemical synthesis of rNAI-TP metabolites. Nucleoside analog triphosphates were prepared as previously described (39-41). Briefly, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) purification was performed using a Dionex NucleoPac PA-200 (9 by 250 mm) column, eluting with a gradient of 0 to 100% of 0.5 M triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) over 25 min. The appropriate fractions were collected, solvents were evaporated by lyophilization, and the products were freeze-dried with deionized water several times to remove excess buffer. Nucleoside analog triphosphates were isolated as trimethyllaminium salts with >95% purity as measured by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).

Expression and purification of HCV NS5B. NS5B purification was performed essentially as previously described (42). Briefly, HCV GT 1b NS5B (accession number AJ238799.1), in which the 21 amino acids at the C terminus were replaced by a His tag, was inserted into the expression vector pET-21b (Novagen). WT, S282T, or S96T mutant proteins were expressed in 3 liters of transformed BL21(DE3) cells grown to an optical density (OD) of 0.6. After induction with 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), cultures were shacked for 16 h at 25°C. Protein purification was performed using a Talon Ni+2 column (Clontech) and eluted with increasing concentrations of imidazole. Following additional purification with a DEAE anion exchange column, samples were eluted from the cation exchange SP column using increasing concentrations of NaCl. Purified protein was stored in 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.5, with 50% glycerol, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 400 mM NaCl. GT 2a JFH1 (accession number AB114136), GT 3a (accession number EF523597), and GT 4a (accession number EF523599) were purified using the same protocol.

In vitro NS5B-mediated RNA polymerization inhibition assay. C-terminal His-tagged NS5BΔ121 enzyme was incubated at 30°C with a synthetic 20mer RNA template (T20; 5′-AACCCGUAUCCAAAGCGCC-3′) and 1 μM 32P-radiolabeled GpG primer in a buffer containing 40 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 6 mM NaCl, and 2 mM MgCl2. Reactions were initiated with the addition of 10 μM nucleotide triphosphate (NTP) mix, 1 μM competing NTP, and various concentrations of inhibitor. Reactions were allowed to proceed for 90 min and subsequently stopped with the addition of 10 mM EDTA and formamide. Samples were visualized on 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. A single-exponential equation, $y = y_{\text{max}} \times \left(1 - \exp\left(-k_{\text{cat}} \times s\right)\right)$, was used to obtain rates of incorporation ($k_{\text{cat}}$) in KaleidaGraph software, where $s$ represents substrate concentration and $y$ represents amount of product formed. Obtained rates were fitted to a nonlinear regression using the hyperbolic equation $y = \left(k_{\text{cat}} [S]/(K_{\text{m,app}} + [S])\right)$ in order to obtain $K_{\text{m,app}}$ and $k_{\text{cat}}$ values. Statistical significance (unpaired t test) was calculated using GraphPad Prism software.

In vitro IC50 assay with host DNA polymerases. Increasing concentrations of 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP or 2′-C-methyl-GTP (up to 200 μM) were incubated with recombinant human DNA polymerase α (catalog number 1075; CHIMERx), recombinant human polymerase β (catalog number 1077; CHIMERx), or recombinant human polymerase γ (catalog number 1076; CHIMERx). Each enzyme was incubated with a DNA/DNA hybrid, and DNA synthesis was performed essentially according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, nucleotide incorporation was allowed to proceed for 5 min at 37°C for human DNA polymerase α and β and for 200 min at 37°C for human DNA polymerase γ.

In vitro POLRMT assay. In vitro RNA synthesis assays with POLRMT (Indigo Biosciences) were performed as previously described (32). Briefly, 32P-radiolabeled RNA primer (5′-UUUUGCGCGGC-3′) was hybridized to a 3 M excess of the appropriate DNA template (5′-GGGAATTCGGCGCGCCGGG-3′) using a3M excess of the appropriate DNA/DNA hybrid, 10 mM MgCl2, and 100 μM corresponding NTP or rNAI-TP. Incorporation was allowed to proceed for 2 h at 30°C, and reactions were stopped by the addition of 10 mM EDTA and formamide. Samples were visualized on 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Data were analyzed by normalizing the product fraction for each rNAI-TP to that of the corresponding standard NTP.

Measurement of intracellular rNAI-TP levels. Huh-7 cells were exposed to medium containing 50 μM the nucleotide produgs for 4 h at 37°C. Cells were washed with 3X PBS to remove extracellular compounds. Intracellular produgs and metabolites were extracted from 1 × 107 cells using 1 ml 70% ice-cold methanol (containing 20 mM internal standard dATP). Samples were dried and suspended in HPLC during mobile phase before analysis by LC-MS/MS (44). The calibration curve was generated from standards of parent nucleotides, produgs, 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP, and 2′-C-methyl-GTP. Similar protocols were repeated for primary human hepatocytes incubated with 50 μM nucleotide produgs for 24 h at 37°C.

Mitochondrial transcription inhibition assay. Huh-7 cells were maintained in growth medium containing advanced Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Gibco, Life Sciences) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/ml penicillin, 2 ml 1-glutamine, and 5 mM HEPES. Huh-7 cells were cultured in a 24-well plate at a density of 0.5 × 106 cells. After attachment of the cells, medium with 50 ml ethidium bromide (EtBr) was added to each well and placed at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator (32). Following EtBr treatment for 24 h, medium was removed and cells were washed with PBS two times. Fresh medium containing 10 μM different ribonucleoside analog produgs was added to each well in duplicates. The plate was placed at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator for 48 h with medium/compound replenishment every 24 h. At 48 h, cells were washed with PBS and harvested to perform reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR). Total RNA was isolated using an RNeasy minikit (Qiagen), and RNA samples were treated with DNase RQ1 (Promega).
Extracted RNA was converted to cDNA using SuperScript-VLLO (Invitrogen). RT-PCR was performed using a LightCycler 480 probe master (Roche) and 900 nM forward and reverse primers for mitochondrial ND1 transcript (forward, 5’-AACCTCCTCACCTTATCACAA-3’; reverse, 5’-TCATATTATGGCCAAAGGTCA-3’) and nuclear glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) transcript (forward, 5’-TCCACTG GGTCTTCCACC-3’; reverse, 5’-GGCAGAGATGATGACCCCTTT-3’). Amplons were detected using Roche FastStart universal probe master number 45 and 60 for ND1 and GAPDH, respectively. RT-PCR was conducted at 95°C for 10 min, followed by 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min for 40 cycles. The threshold cycle value (CT) of each amplicon was normalized to the internal control (GAPDH). Data were analyzed by the 2^ΔΔCT relative quantification method (45). Statistical significance (unpaired t test) was calculated using GraphPad Prism software.

RESULTS

DAPN-PD1 generates two nucleoside 5’-triphosphate metabolites that are active against HCV NS5B polymerase. We have previously described the chemical synthesis of DAPN-PD1 as a novel ribonucleoside analog with anti-HCV activity (median effective concentration [EC50] of 0.7 μM in HCV GT 1b replicon) (37). The intracellular metabolism of 2,6-diaminopurine prodrug resulted in the generation of two nucleoside metabolites, namely, 2’-C-methyl-GTP and 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP, in both primary human hepatocytes and HuH-7 cells (37). Upon prodrug group cleavage, 2’-C-methyl-DAPN monophosphate was subjected to intracellular phosphorylation and 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP was generated (Fig. 1C). In parallel, 2’-C-methyl-DAPN nucleosides also can be a substrate for intracellular deamination at position 6 of the purine ring, which in turn leads to the generation of 2’-C-methyl-GTP (Fig. 1C). Prior studies have described an inhibitory role for 2’-C-methyl-GTP in both HCV replicon-based and cell-free NS5B polymerase assays (20, 28, 46). However, 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP has not previously been examined as an inhibitor of HCV NS5B-mediated RNA polymerization. In order to assess chain termination, we chemically synthesized 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and performed cell-free RNA polymerization assays with purified NS5BΔ21 enzyme. 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP inhibited RNA synthesis at an IC50 of 3.4 ± 1.1 μM for HCV GT 1b (Table 1), while the IC50 for 2’-C-methyl-GTP was 5.6 ± 1.6 μM. Similar results were obtained for NS5B enzymes from HCV GT 2a, 3a, 3a, 4a, 5a, and 6a. The IC50s obtained for each metabolite of DAPN-PD1 were comparable to that of 2’-C-methyl-2’-F-UTP, the active metabolite of sofosbuvir (Table 1).

Incorporation profiles for active nucleoside 5’-triphosphate metabolites of DAPN-PD1. In vitro nucleotide incorporation assays preformed on NS5B/RNA elongation complexes (described in Materials and Methods) were conducted in order to confirm the incorporation of 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP as an A analog. The RNA templates used allowed for ATP or GTP analog incorporation at position +16 or +11, respectively (Fig. 2A and C). Our biochemical data confirmed that as expected, 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP behaves as an ATP analog, while 2’-C-methyl-GTP maintained a GTP analog incorporation profile. No incorporation was observed with up to 250 μM 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP when cytidine was present in the RNA template at position +11, indicating that 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP is not a GTP analog (Fig. 2B and D). Overall, these data suggest that DAPN-PD1 can be a substrate for intracellular deamination at position 6 of the purine ring, which in turn leads to the generation of 2’-C-methyl-GTP (Fig. 1C). Prior studies have described an inhibitory role for 2’-C-methyl-GTP in both HCV replicon-based and cell-free NS5B polymerase assays (20, 28, 46). However, 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP has not previously been examined as an inhibitor of HCV NS5B-mediated RNA polymerization. In order to assess chain termination, we chemically synthesized 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and performed cell-free RNA polymerization assays with purified NS5BΔ21 enzyme. 2’-C-methyl-DAPN-TP inhibited RNA synthesis at an IC50 of 3.4 ± 1.1 μM for HCV GT 1b (Table 1), while the IC50 for 2’-C-methyl-GTP was 5.6 ± 1.6 μM. Similar results were obtained for NS5B enzymes from HCV GT 2a, 3a, 3a, 4a, 5a, and 6a. The IC50s obtained for each metabolite of DAPN-PD1 were comparable to that of 2’-C-methyl-2’-F-UTP, the active metabolite of sofosbuvir (Table 1).

Incorporation profiles for active nucleoside 5’-triphosphate metabolites of DAPN-PD1. In vitro nucleotide incorporation as...
deliver two RNAI-TP metabolites with distinct incorporation profiles.

**Kinetics of incorporation for RNAI-TPs generated by DAPN-PD1.** Rapid nucleotide incorporation by NS5B in the elongation complex was assessed in order to determine the apparent nucleotide dissociation equilibrium constant ($K_{d,\text{app}}$) and maximal incorporation rate ($k_{\text{pol}}$). Increasing concentrations of nucleoside triphosphate analogs were incubated with the appropriate NS5B/RNA elongation complex, and incorporation was measured over a short time period (Fig. 2). The amount of product formed was fitted to a single-turnover nucleotide incorporation plot where productively bound NS5B/RNA complexes could be extended by one nucleotide (Fig. 3). $K_{d,\text{app}}$ and $k_{\text{pol}}$ values are summarized in Table 2, with incorporation efficiency reported as a $k_{\text{pol}}/K_{d,\text{app}}$ ratio. 2′-C-methyl-GTP appears to have over 13-fold lower catalytic efficiency than GTP substrate, while 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP appears to be more severely compromised with regard to both binding affinity and incorporation rate (over 900-fold) (Table 2). Although earlier results suggest that both 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and 2′-C-methyl-GTP are inhibitors of NS5B-mediated RNA synthesis, the kinetic parameters measured here suggest that 2′-C-methyl-GTP is more readily incorporated by NS5B polymerase (see Discussion).

In addition to enzymatic measurements of incorporation, cytoplasmic RNAI-TP levels are another important factor to take into consideration when estimating in vivo incorporation rates of nucleoside analogs. The rate constant for incorporation ($k_{\text{eff},\text{NS5B}}$ [per second]) values can be calculated through experimentally determined kinetic parameters and measurement of intracellular RNAI-TP levels according to the equation $k_{\text{eff},\text{NS5B}}$ (per second) = ($k_{\text{pol}}$ × [NTP])/([NTP] + [NTP]) ([Table 3] (32)). Intracellular metabolism of DAPN-PD1 was monitored in primary human hepatocyte cells, which represent the primary host cell environment where inhibition of HCV viral replication occurs. By taking into account intracellular levels of natural NTPs and RNAI-TPs, we were able to determine $k_{\text{eff},\text{NS5B}}$ values for each nucleoside species. Based on these variables, we estimated that fold differences between rate constants for incorporation of 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP to be ~43-fold lower than those for ATP. A difference of 8-fold was observed for 2′-C-methyl-GTP compared to GTP (Table 3).

**Resistance profiles of 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and 2′-C-methyl-GTP metabolites.** In order to assess resistance to active RNAI-TP metabolites of DAPN-PD1, cell-free IC$_{50}$ assays were performed with purified NS5BΔ21 containing a mutation either at position 96 or 282, each of which has been associated with drug resistance. The presence of S96T mutation did not affect susceptibility to either 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP or 2′-C-methyl-GTP (IC$_{50}$ of 2.5 μM and 8.8 μM, respectively). However, compared to WT enzyme, addition of S282T mutation resulted in IC$_{50}$ of above 50 μM, indicating at least 15-fold and 9-fold resistance to 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and 2′-C-methyl-GTP, respectively (Table 4). Similar trends were observed for 2′-C-methyl-2′-F-UTP.

**Incorporation of 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP by human host DNA polymerases.** In order to examine potential off-target inhibition of host cellular polymerases by 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP, increasing amounts of the RNAI-TP were incubated with human DNA polymerases α, β, and γ. No inhibition of DNA synthesis was observed for up to 200 μM 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP or 2′-C-methyl-GTP (Table 5), suggesting these nucleoside analog triphosphates are not substrates for host DNA polymerases. The active metabolite of sofosbuvir, 2′-C-methyl-2′-F-UTP, did not show any inhibitory effect up to 100 μM (Table 5).

**Incorporation of 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP by human host mitochondrial RNA polymerase POLRMT.** We next examined whether nucleoside 5′-triphosphate metabolites of DAPN-PD1 were sub-

---

**FIG 3** Kinetic parameters for nucleoside 5′-triphosphate incorporation by NS5B polymerase. Single representative plots are shown for kinetic parameters reported in Table 2. Incorporation of increasing amounts of nNTP coincubated with preformed NS5B/RNA elongation complexes was monitored over time. The amount of product formed was quantified and fitted to a single exponential equation, $y = y_{\text{max}}(1 - \exp(-k_{\text{pol}}[S]))$, in order to obtain rates of incorporation. Obtained $k_{\text{pol}}$ and $K_{d,\text{app}}$ values were indicated on each plot for ATP (A), 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP (B), GTP (C), and 2′-C-methyl-GTP (D).
TABLE 2 Kinetic parameters for nucleoside 5′-triphosphate incorporation by HCV NS5B polymerase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NTP substrate</th>
<th>( K_{d,\text{app}}^a (\mu M) )</th>
<th>( k_{\text{pol}}^a (s^{-1}) )</th>
<th>Incorporation efficiency</th>
<th>Selectivity(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2′-C-Methyl-DAPN-TP</td>
<td>37 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTP</td>
<td>4.1 ± 1.6</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2′-C-Methyl-2′,6-diaminopurine-GTP</td>
<td>9.6 ± 1.9</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Kinetic parameters were calculated based on at least two separate replicates ± standard deviations (see Fig. 3 for additional information).

\(^b\) Incorporation efficiency was determined as \( k_{\text{pol}}/K_{d,\text{app}} \) for each NTP.

\(^c\) Selectivity was determined as \( (k_{\text{pol}}/K_{d,\text{app}})^{\text{NTP}}/(k_{\text{pol}}/K_{d,\text{app}})_{\text{rNAI-TP}} \).

strates for host mitochondrial RNA polymerase (POLRMT). When purified POLRMT was incubated with annealed \(^2\)P-radioabeled RNA/DNA hybrids containing an A, C, or T on the DNA template at position 9 (Fig. 4A), we found that the addition of 100 \( \mu M \) 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP resulted in 34% incorporation when normalized to incorporation of natural ATP substrate (Fig. 4B). Consistent with previous findings (32), 39% incorporation was observed for 2′-C-methyl-GTP normalized to natural GTP substrate (Fig. 4B), while the active metabolite of sofosbuvir, 2′-C-methyl-2′-F-UPT, was not found to be a substrate for POLRMT when tested up to 100 \( \mu M \).

**Effect of DAPN-PD1 on mitochondrial transcription in Huh-7 cells.** A phenotypic cell-based assay that measures the impact of DAPN-PD1 on mtRNA transcription was performed. Considering the observed clinical safety of sofosbuvir, and conversely the clinical toxicity of BMS-986094, these compounds were used as negative and positive controls, respectively. When Huh-7 cells were coincubated with EtBr (Fig. 5A), we found that the addition of 100 \( \mu M \) 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP resulted in 34% incorporation when normalized to incorporation of natural ATP substrate (Fig. 4B). Consistent with previous findings (32), 39% incorporation was observed for 2′-C-methyl-GTP normalized to natural GTP substrate (Fig. 4B), while the active metabolite of sofosbuvir, 2′-C-methyl-2′-F-UPT, was not found to be a substrate for POLRMT when tested up to 100 \( \mu M \).

**Intracellular concentrations of nucleoside 5′-triphosphate metabolites.** In order to address the underlying cause of selective mtRNA depleton with BMS-986094 but not DAPN-PD1, we examined the intracellular metabolism of each inhibitor. Huh-7 cells were incubated with 50 \( \mu M \) either BMS-986094 or DAPN-PD1 for 4 h at 37°C, and intracellular 2′-C-methyl-GTP levels were measured using quantitative LC-MS/MS. We found that metabolism of BMS-986094 generated 87-fold higher intracellular 2′-C-methyl-GTP levels than DAPN-PD1 (680 pmol/10^6 cells and 7.8 pmol/10^6 cells, respectively) (Table 6). Taking into account previously reported kinetic parameters of incorporation of 2′-C-methyl-GTP by POLRMT (32), we calculated the rate constant for the incorporation value \( k_{\text{pol}} \) of natural NTP substrate (also known as the mitovir score (32)) for this inhibitor. When the intracellular 2′-C-methyl-GTP levels generated by BMS-986094 or DAPN-PD1 were compared, mitovir scores of 0.04 \( \text{s}^{-1} \) and 0.0007 \( \text{s}^{-1} \), respectively, were obtained (Table 6). The mitovir score for 2′-C-methyl-GTP generated by BMS-986094 was determined to be 57-fold higher than the mitovir score for 2′-C-methyl-GTP generated by DAPN-PD1.

**DISCUSSION**

\( \beta\)-2′′-C-Methyl-2,6-diaminopurine ribonucleoside is a new phosphoramidate produg with selective antiviral activity against HCV in vitro. This produg can produce two nonobligate chain-terminator rNAI-TPs. While 2′-C-methyl-GTP behaves as a GTP analog, we observed that 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP is an ATP analog. This is consistent with previous reports that modified 2,6-diaminopurine nucleosides form base pairs opposite thymidine or uridine residues (47, 48). We found that both 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and 2′-C-methyl-GTP inhibited NS5B-mediated RNA synthesis in cell-free assays against all NS5B genotypes tested (Table 1). These findings suggest that both nucleoside 5′-triphosphate metabolites have the potential to contribute to anti-HCV inhibition in vivo. In order to address this hypothesis, we took into consideration the kinetic parameters of nucleotide incorporation by NS5B, as well as intracellular rNAI-TP levels for each active metabolite. Rapid single-nucleotide incorporation assays demonstrated that incorporation efficiency was reduced for both rNAI-TPs, albeit to different degrees. The incorporation efficiency of 2′-C-methyl-GTP was reduced by 13-fold compared to that of GTP, largely due to changes in the binding affinity (\( P = 0.0005 \)). On the other hand, 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP was 900-fold less efficiently incorporated than ATP. This effect is largely attributed to...
reductions in the rate of polymerization (k_sc) of this inhibitor (Table 2).

The incorporation rate constants (k_sc, NSSB) for rNAI-TP metabolites of DAPN-PD1 were calculated based on their intracellular metabolism in primary human hepatocytes. We estimated a 43-fold difference in k_sc, NSSB values between 2'-C-methyl-DAPN-TP and ATP, while the difference in k_sc, NSSB values is 8-fold for 2'-C-methyl-GTP and GTP (Table 3). It is worth noting that the 9.6-kb genome of HCV GT 1b is comprised of 58% G·C content, indicating that slightly more opportunities exist for GTP than ATP incorporation. Overall, calculations described above suggest that under the cellular conditions tested, 2'-C-methyl-GTP has a higher probability for incorporation by NS5B enzyme.

At the same time, considering that a single incorporation event is sufficient to abrogate virus replication, the contribution of 2'-C-methyl-DAPN-TP to chain termination of viral RNA synthesis in vivo should not be ruled out.

Cell culture selection of resistance-conferring mutations such as S282T or S96T has been associated with rNAIs containing a 2'-C-methyl group, respectively, on the ribose ring (15, 23, 49, 50). Here, we report a low level of resistance conferred by recombinant S282T mutant NS5B enzyme when each rNAI-TP was tested separately. However, we have previously reported that the GT 1b replicon harboring the S282T mutation does not show resistance to DAPN-PD1 (51). We hypothesize that the combined delivery of both metabolites in cell culture can overcome resistance development. Additional studies are under way to address the distinct resistance profiles seen in cell-based and cell-free systems.

In addition to antiviral activity, a thorough examination of the safety profile of rNAI is critical for preclinical development of investigational compounds. As highlighted recently, phase II clinical trials with BMS-986094 were halted after reports of severe toxicity and one death (51). Because 2'-C-methyl-GTP is an intracellular metabolite common to both BMS-986094 and DAPN phosphoramide prodrugs, we previously reported head-to-head comparative assays wherein the cytotoxicity of each prodrug was monitored in various cell lines. We were unable to detect cytotoxicity with DAPN phosphoramide prodrugs in Vero, Huh-7, HepG2, CEM, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), or PC3 cell lines up to 100 μM. Similarly, no bone marrow toxicity or any changes in lactic acid production were observed with DAPN prodrug treatment. On the other hand, BMS-986094 treatment led to mitochondrial DNA toxicity, increased lactic acid production, and Huh-7 cell death (37). In this study, we aimed to look more closely at correlates of cytotoxicity with BMS-986094 treatment in order to better understand the lack of cytotoxicity ob-

**TABLE 5** In vitro inhibition of host DNA polymerase-mediated DNA synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibitor</th>
<th>IC₅₀ (μM)</th>
<th>DNA Pol α</th>
<th>DNA Pol β</th>
<th>DNA Pol γ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2'-C-Methyl-DAPN-TP</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2'-C-Methyl-GTP</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2'-C-Methyl-2'-F-UTP</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3'-dTTP</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphidicolin</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*3'-dTTP was used as a positive control for inhibition of DNA synthesis by host DNA polymerase (Pol) β and γ.

*b ND, not determined.

*a Aphidicolin was used as a positive control for inhibition of DNA synthesis by host DNA polymerase α.

**FIG 4** Ribonucleoside 5'-triphosphate analog incorporation by POLRMT. (A) Schematic representation of RNA/DNA primer/template substrates used for incorporation of each nucleoside triphosphate. (B) Nucleotide incorporation by POLRMT was allowed to proceed for 2 h in the presence of 100 μM each NTP or rNAI-TP. The percentage of RNA product at n + 1 for each rNAI-TP was normalized to that of natural NTP substrates. Error bars represent standard deviation (SD) values from three separate experiments.
served with DAPN phosphoramide prodrugs. It was recently reported that human mitochondrial RNA polymerase (POLRMT) incorporates 2′-C-methyl-GTP as well as a number of other anti-HCV ribonucleoside analogs (32, 33). Here, we show that 2′-C-methyl-DAPN-TP is also a substrate for POLRMT (Fig. 4), suggesting that similar to BMS-986094, metabolites of DAPN-PD1 also have the potential to interfere with mitochondrial transcription. However, the biochemical data alone do not fully explain the distinct cell-based toxicity profiles of BMS-986094 and DAPN phosphoramide prodrugs. When changes in mtRNA levels were measured after treatment with inhibitors, we observed that treatment with BMS-986094 prevented RNA replenishment while treatment with either DAPN-PD1 or sofosbuvir did not have an effect in this regard (Fig. 5). These data were consistent with the observation that BMS-986094, but not DAPN-PD1, causes mitochondrial toxicity in Huh-7 cells in a 14-day assay (37).

In order to address the underlying cause of selective mtRNA inhibition by BMS-986094, we monitored the intracellular metabolism of each prodrug in Huh-7 cells. BMS-986094 prodrug generated ~87 times higher 2′-C-methyl-GTP levels than DAPN-PD1 (Table 6). This finding is consistent with the low-nanomolar median effective concentration (EC50) value reported for BMS-986094 (28). As proposed previously (32), the data support the hypothesis that inhibition of mtRNA transcription by rNAIs is dependent not only on POLRMT substrate specificity but also on intracellular concentrations of rNAI-TP generated by each prodrug.

As a caveat, it is worth noting that all rNAI-TP measurements reported in this study are cytoplasmic, and the calculated mitovir score values are based on the previously reported assumption that intramitochondrial rNAI-TP levels correlate with rNAI-TP levels detected in the cytoplasm (32). Therefore, the obtained mitovir scores may change with more accurate measurements of intramitochondrial rNAI-TP levels. It is also possible that prodrug group choice may differently affect entry or accumulation of rNAI-TPs in the mitochondria, partially accounting for the distinct inhibitory profile of mtRNA transcription observed with DAPN-PD1 and BMS-986094 treatment. For example, BMS-986094 may be particularly well suited for targeting the mitochondria. Conversely, the DAPN prodrug group may modulate mitochondrial entry, or the mitochondria may not have the necessary adenosine deaminases for 2,6-diaminopurine-to-guanine base conversion. Further studies are under way to examine the dynamics of rNAI-TP generation inside the mitochondria relative to prodrug choice.

Although we and others (32) have reported on a correlation between cytotoxicity and mtRNA suppression, it is worth high-
lighting that little is known about the phenotypic effects of rNAI-mediated mtRNA inhibition on mitochondrial protein production and function. Mitochondrial damage caused by inhibition of DNA polymerase γ by anti-HIV 3’-deoxynucleoside inhibitors has been shown to gradually accumulate over time (52). It is not clear whether inhibition of mtRNA transcription with ribonucleoside analog inhibitors would show similar kinetics with regard to cytotoxicity or whether deleterious effects would appear in a more immediate fashion. As more antiviral RNAs are developed against RNA viruses, a better understanding of the dynamics of transcription-mediated mitochondrial toxicity will be warranted. Furthermore, it is conceivable that cells that require higher ATP consumption are more sensitive to changes in mtRNA transcript levels. Considering that cardiotoxicity was observed in BMS-986094 phase II clinical trials (31), high 2’-C-methyl-GTP may accumulate in cardiac tissue in a somewhat selective matter. This accumulation may in turn have more immediate consequences because of increased energy requirements for cardiac tissue. In agreement with this hypothesis, we have observed that the metabolism of BMS-986094 in cardiomyocytes leads to high intracellular 2’-C-methyl-GTP accumulation (S. Tao, personal communication).

Finally, we cannot exclude the possibility that other non-rNAI-TP components of ribonucleoside prodrugs contribute to cytotoxicity. Indeed, the intracellular metabolism of BMS-986094 leads to the generation of potentially hazardous by-products, such as 1-naphthol, neopentanol, and methanol. To address this issue, we synthesized each of the aforementioned metabolites separately and tested their effect on cytotoxicity in VERO, CEM, PBM, and Huh-7 cells. We did not observe toxicity with up to 100 μM each metabolite in any of the cell lines tested (data not shown). These data suggest that the observed toxicity involves the antiviral molecule as a whole. Importantly, it is worth noting that cellular metabolism of the prodrug moiety of DAPN-PD1 results in the generation of dihydrocoumarin metabolites, a nontoxic food additive that has been in use for human consumption for over 40 years (53, 54).

In conclusion, this study describes the biochemical properties of nucleoside metabolites of DAPN-PD1. Our cell-based (37) and cell-free assays demonstrate that the potency and resistance profiles of DAPN-PD1 metabolites are comparable to that of the sofosbuvir metabolite 2’-C-methyl-2’-F-UMP. Assessment of DAPN-PD1 and sofosbuvir metabolism also shows that comparable levels of intracellular rNAI-TP are achieved with each prodrug in primary human hepatocytes (S. Tao, personal communication). Direct comparisons between DAPN-PD1, BMS-986094, and sofosbuvir highlight the importance of prodrug group choice in maintaining antiviral activity while minimizing off-target inhibition of host polymerases. These findings have important implications for addressing cytotoxicity with ribonucleoside analogs in development. Finally, DAPN-PD1 can deliver intracellularly two ribonucleotide analog chain terminators with distinct incorporation profiles, making it an attractive prodrug that needs to be further preclinically developed.
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